**Conservation Science and Practice** will:

- Publish scholarship addressing the practice of conservation
- Address policy, planning, implementation, and evaluation
- Emphasize scholarship that connects findings to outcomes
- Expand conservation knowledge through publishing studies
  - from practical experience to advances in theory;
  - addressing strategies that work and those that don’t;
  - request authors to identify a specific target audience;
  - provide a venue for a practitioner forum; and
  - publish local case studies.

- **Conservation Science and Practice** will not hold manuscripts to a metric of transcending species or location to speak to a global audience
- **Conservation Science and Practice** will be open access and online only, published by Wiley and owned by the Society for Conservation Biology.

**Accepting these types of articles:**

- Reviews (7500 words)
- Contributed papers (6000 words)
- Perspectives and Notes (3000 words)
- Letters and Comments (1000 words)
- Evidence vignettes (1000 words)
  - Practitioner-driven reports of outcomes and research needs

**Two ways to submit:**

1. Direct submission via: [https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/csp2](https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/csp2)
   (available July 15)

2. Indirect submission through Conservation Biology or Conservation Letters:
   - All manuscripts deemed to have merit but not meeting the bar of sufficient breadth and global impact for Conservation Biology and Conservation Letters will be invited to have their manuscript transferred to Conservation Science and Practice
   - Transferred papers will carry any reviews received and may be fast-tracked based on positive reviews.
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